2000 honda vtec

If you're a car enthusiast, you've probably heard the term "VTEC" before, but you might not
know what it means. If you don't, here's an explainer. VTEC is a type of variable valve-timing
system developed and used by Honda. Like most other variable-valve timing systems , VTEC
varies oil pressure to shift between different cam profiles. At higher engine speeds, the cam
profile allows greater valve lift, which allows more air into the cylinder. This helps generate
more horsepower. But the way VTEC goes about switching cam profiles is totally distinct. Most
variable valve-timing systems use increased oil pressure to shift the timing of the camshaft,
opening the valves earlier; VTEC uses an entirely different set of cams at high RPMs. Explaining
the process with words alone doesn't do it justice. If you want to know what happens inside the
engine, definitely give this clip a watch. As Fenske explains, VTEC-equipped engines have two
rocker arms with their own low-profile cams for each cylinder, and a central rocker arm with its
own high-profile cam, which is unused at low RPMs. As engine speeds rise, a piston inside the
rockers is pressurized with oil, locking all three cams together to increase valve lift. This is
where that signature "VTEC kicking in" sound comes from. Now next time you "get into VTEC"
while driving your Honda, you'll know exactly what's happening inside your engine. Join Now.
New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect
Race-Car Driver. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Technology. Backed by
20 years of tinkering, modifying and all-out fanaticism, builds based on popular platforms like
this Honda Civic hatchback aren't going to surprise those who've been around for a while. Short
of catching you off guard with extreme RWD conversions or massive, axle disintegrating
quadruple-digit power numbers, you've seen just about every version of the 6th-generation
hatchback that, unbeknownst to Honda , quickly became known Stateside for separating itself
from its meager hp factory powerplant, often times well before the owner's final payment was
mailed in. Of the countless versions, both good and bad, roaming your local streets, one thing
is for certain; quality, execution and attention to detail always stand out, regardless of how
many examples you're faced with sifting through. Jesus Aguilar's EJ hatchback might be the
perfect example to drive that point home with his choice of classic parts and an almost
understated appeal that'll fly right by the average onlooker and get the nod and thumbs up from
those who know these cars well. Admittedly, Aguilar is a step ahead of most, serving as an
automotive technician and backed by a healthy list of previous Honda builds that all stood out
in their own right. Like many of the best Honda builds, this hatchback wasn't even supposed to
be an actual project. A few years prior to it getting underway, Aguilar met Cooper Boudia of C's
Customizing when he purchased a set of Regamaster wheels from him. Later, the two would
strike a second deal involving those exact wheels, as Aguilar didn't end up using them and
Boudia wanted to purchase them back. Instead of taking any money, the wheels were offered in
trade for this Civic. The thought was that it would make for a nice daily driver with a fresh coat
of paint and maybe a set of wheels that, as you already know, is Honda owner's code for a
complete build about to get underway. Two More Incredible 6th-Gen. Being so experienced and
knowing what to look for can actually be a curse for guys like Aguilar who seem to have a sixth
sense for parts. He adds, "Original plan was to just repaint and make it a daily driver, but
enthusiastic friends and social media made it difficult to just do that. I kept seeing deals on
parts on social media and opted to buy some, thus, the 'real' build began. We started the tear
down the early part of November â€”me and my buddy Raul Rodriguez worked on it every other
weekday on evenings after work, and on any weekend we had open. So, as the deadline got
closer, we started grinding again. Like any year-old Civic, the body had its fair share of wrinkles,
and Rodriguez, being a seasoned painter, helped lead the refinishing phase as the two
guide-coated and blocked the body multiple times until they were satisfied. While the body work
was underway, the parts search and accumulation continued. To add a little more to his plate,
Aguilar's wife was in the final sprint and almost ready to give birth to their child, but even with
the additional pressure the two-man team pulled it off, with Raul laying down the final paint and
glass touches on March 17th, almost two weeks before their absolute deadline. Along with the
fresh Vogue Silver respray inside and out, an authentic Mugen lip not the eBay version that's
said to "fit" every Honda ever produced, yet rarely does sits just below the EK9 upper grill and
headlights and flows with JDM thin side moldings that pass by hard-to-find EC Works mirrors.
Out back, a Sergeant Racing Division diffuser cleans up the rear bumper, while atop the hatch
you'll find a Seeker V1 spoiler. A very small gap separates the fenders from the Kumho-wrapped
in. Upgraded front and rear control arms facilitate a proper footprint, while the 5-lug
conversion's braking system includes Spoon front calipers and StopTech rotors to keep the

hatch in check. The K20 swap that you've come to expect, especially from the 6th gen. Race it
and then clean it up for a show, and vise-versa. Aguilar and his passenger sit firmly in a set of
Recaro SPG XL buckets, surrounded by a custom coated Cusco roll cage, while back seat
occupants will have to find another wayâ€”the Civic's rear seats having been deleted. The
clunky factory steering wheel's also been removed and replaced by a Spoon version, while the
lack of a tachometer from the factory is addressed with an EK9 gauge cluster. It took just a
handful of months for Jesus Aguilar and Raul Rodriguez to piece together this Civic and
address all of its inherent shortcomings with no lack of details or shortcuts. It's the kind of build
that on paper sounds like a million other silver hatchbacks, but when picked apart, those in the
know realize just how good it really is. With this EJ, Aguilar adds yet another completed project
to his resume and also continues the requisite full-blown build that almost always results from
that infamous statement almost comedically offered by just about every longterm Honda
enthusiast: "It's just going to be a daily. Everyone has heard of the GT40 and GT. Honda
Chassis Code Checklist. SuperStreetOnline features. Rodrez â€”. View Photo Gallery 26 Photos.
Experience Trumps Shock Value. Giving in to Temptation. Turning back the Clock. Heart
Surgery. Quick Turnaround. By Rodrez. Huge shoutout to my close friend Raul Rodriguez
groove, without him my vision would not become a reality! Shoutout to David Landa at Landa
Performance for the mechanical help when I was stumped and for the great numbers on the
Dyno tune! Props and shoutout to the man upstairs for giving me strength and the virtue to
keep moving forward. Props and shoutout to my nephew Damian Chavez for the helping hand
he was always just a call away and ready to wrench! Major major shoutout to Sergio Mendoza
for getting me the opportunity to get featured! Japanese European Domestic. Alex Stoklosa â€”
Feb 23, Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€” Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S
Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Super Street Newsletter
Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from
Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from
carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the
terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related
Articles SuperStreetOnline features. First of all need to give major props and a shoutout to my
wife for the support and help among this build and many others before! The VTEC system uses
two or occasionally three camshaft profiles and hydraulically selects between profiles. It was
invented by Honda engineer Ikuo Kajitani. Japan levies a tax based on engine displacement , [3]
and Japanese auto manufacturers have correspondingly focused their research and
development efforts toward improving the performance of their smaller engine designs. One
method for increasing performance into a static displacement includes forced induction , as
with models such as the Toyota Supra and Nissan ZX which used turbocharger applications and
the Toyota MR2 which used a supercharger for some model years. A third option is to change
the cam timing profile, of which Honda VTEC was the first successful commercial design for
altering the profile in real-time. The switching operation between the two cam lobes is
controlled by the ECU which takes account of engine oil pressure, engine temperature, vehicle
speed, engine speed and throttle position. Using these inputs, the ECU is programmed to
switch from the low lift to the high lift cam lobes when certain conditions are met. At the switch
point a solenoid is actuated that allows oil pressure from a spool valve to operate a locking pin
which binds the high RPM rocker arm to the low RPM ones. From this point on, the valves open
and close according to the high-lift profile, which opens the valve further and for a longer time.
The switch-over point is variable, between a minimum and maximum point, and is determined
by engine load. The switch-down back from high to low RPM cams is set to occur at a lower
engine speed than the switch-up representing a hysteresis cycle to avoid a situation in which
the engine is asked to operate continuously at or around the switch-over point. The older
approach to timing adjustments is to produce a camshaft with a valve timing profile that is
better suited to low-RPM operation. The improvements in low-RPM performance, which is where
most street-driven automobiles operate a majority of the time, occur in trade for a power and
efficiency loss at higher RPM ranges. In the regular four-stroke automobile engine, the intake
and exhaust valves are actuated by lobes on a camshaft. The shape of the lobes determines the
timing, lift and duration of each valve. Lift refers to how much the valve is opened. Duration
refers to how long the valve is kept open. Due to the behavior of the working fluid air and fuel
mixture before and after combustion, which have physical limitations on their flow, as well as
their interaction with the ignition spark, the optimal valve timing, lift and duration settings under
low RPM engine operations are very different from those under high RPM. Optimal low RPM
valve timing lift and duration settings would result in insufficient filling of the cylinder with fuel
and air at high RPM, thus greatly limiting engine power output. Conversely, optimal high RPM
valve timing lift and duration settings would result in very rough low RPM operation and difficult

idling. The ideal engine would have fully variable valve timing, lift and duration, in which the
valves would always open at exactly the right point, lift high enough and stay open just the right
amount of time for the engine speed and load in use. Honda also applied the system to SOHC
single overhead camshaft engines such as the D-Series and J-Series Engines, which share a
common camshaft for both intake and exhaust valves. This is because VTEC requires a third
center rocker arm and cam lobe for each intake and exhaust side , and, in the SOHC engine, the
spark plugs are situated between the two exhaust rocker arms, leaving no room for the VTEC
rocker arm. Additionally, the center lobe on the camshaft cannot be utilized by both the intake
and the exhaust, limiting the VTEC feature to one side. However, beginning with the J37A2 3.
The intake and exhaust rocker shafts contain primary and secondary intake and exhaust rocker
arms, respectively. The primary rocker arm contains the VTEC switching piston, while the
secondary rocker arm contains the return spring. The term "primary" does not refer to which
rocker arm forces the valve down during low-RPM engine operation. Rather, it refers to the
rocker arm which contains the VTEC switching piston and receives oil from the rocker shaft.
The primary exhaust rocker arm contacts a low-profile camshaft lobe during low-RPM engine
operation. Once VTEC engagement occurs, the oil pressure flowing from the exhaust rocker
shaft into the primary exhaust rocker arm forces the VTEC switching piston into the secondary
exhaust rocker arm, thereby locking both exhaust rocker arms together. The high-profile
camshaft lobe which normally contacts the secondary exhaust rocker arm alone during
low-RPM engine operation is able to move both exhaust rocker arms together which are locked
as a unit. The same occurs for the intake rocker shaft, except that the high-profile camshaft lobe
operates the primary rocker arm. Each exhaust valve on the J37A2 corresponds to one primary
and one secondary exhaust rocker arm. Therefore, there are a total of twelve primary exhaust
rocker arms and twelve secondary exhaust rocker arms. However, each secondary intake rocker
arm is shaped similar to a "Y" which allows it to contact two intake valves at once. One primary
intake rocker arm corresponds to each secondary intake rocker arm. As a result of this design,
there are only six primary intake rocker arms and six secondary intake rocker arms. VTEC-E is
the first version of VTEC to employ the use of roller rocker arms and because of that, it forgoes
the need for having 3 intake lobes for actuating the two valvesâ€”two lobes for non-VTEC
operation one small and one medium-sized lobe and one lobe for VTEC operation the biggest
lobe. Instead, there are two different intake cam profiles per cylinder: a very mild cam lobe with
little lift and a normal cam lobe with moderate lift. Because of this, at low RPM, when VTEC is
not engaged, one of the two intake valves is allowed to open only a very small amount due to
the mild cam lobe, forcing most of the intake charge through the other open intake valve with
the normal cam lobe. As the engine's speed and load increase, both valves are needed to
supply a sufficient mixture. This sliding pin connects the intake rocker arm followers together
so that, now, both intake valves are following the "normal" camshaft lobe instead of just one of
them. When in VTEC, since the "normal" cam lobe has the same timing and lift as the intake
cam lobes of the SOHC non-VTEC engines, both engines have identical performance in the
upper powerband assuming everything else is the same. There are 3 intake cam lobes: 2 for the
low-RPM mode 1 for almost closed valve, 1 for normally opened and 1 for the powerful mode
when the VTEC solenoid is activated. With the VTEC solenoid is on the 3-rd biggest lobe begins
to push all the intake valves with the more aggressively profile. This 12 Valve mode results in
swirl of the intake charge which increases combustion efficiency, resulting in improved low end
torque and better fuel economy. At RPM, depending on load, one of the VTEC solenoids
engages, which causes the second valve to lock onto the first valve's camshaft lobe. Also called
valve mode, this method resembles a normal engine operating mode and improves the
mid-range power curve. At RPM, the second VTEC solenoid engages both solenoids now
engaged so that both intake valves are using a middle, third camshaft lobe. The third lobe is
tuned for high-performance and provides peak power at the top end of the RPM range. Honda
CR-Z able to switch between low-end mode and standard mode from rpm to rpm uninterrupted
and engage to high cam mode from rpm upward on SOHC. The technology first appeared on
Honda's K-series four-cylinder engine family in VTEC controls of valve lift and valve duration
are still limited to distinct low- and high-RPM profiles, but the exhaust camshaft is now capable
of advancing between 25 and 50 degrees, depending upon engine configuration. Phasing is
implemented by a computer-controlled, oil-driven adjustable cam sprocket. The exhaust phase
varies from fully retarded at idle to somewhat advanced at full throttle and low RPM. The effect
is further optimization of torque output, especially at low and midrange RPM. Both intake and
exhaust cams have 3 cam lobes per cylinder. However, the valvetrain has the added benefit of
roller rockers and VTC continuously variable intake cam timing. At low RPM only one valve on
the intake opens fully, promoting combustion chamber swirl and improved fuel atomization. At
higher RPM, both intake valves run off the larger intake cam lobe, improving total air flow and

top-end power. The large lobes operate the intake valves directly while the small lobe is
engaged during VTEC. At low RPMs, the small lobe locks onto one of the larger lobes and keeps
one of the intake valves partially open during the compression cycle, similar to the Atkinson
Cycle. The ability for Honda to switch between Atkinson cycle and normal cycle allows excellent
fuel efficiency without sacrificing too much performance. According to Honda,. VCM technology
works on the principle that a vehicle only requires a fraction of its power output at cruising
speeds. The system electronically deactivates cylinders to reduce fuel consumption. The engine
is able to run on 3, 4, or all 6 cylinders based on the power requirement, essentially getting the
best of both worlds. V6 power when accelerating or climbing, as well as the efficiency of a
smaller engine when cruising. Although it was speculated that it would first be used in Honda
Accord, the vehicle instead utilizes the existing i-VTEC system. Honda's advanced VTEC
technology departs greatly from its previous incarnations by no longer relying on switching
between two sets of lobes on a given camshaft. It instead uses a single cam lobe per valve, and
two rocker arms per valve whereby the second rocker arm has a movable pivot point, thereby
providing the varying cam lift. Advanced VTEC motors still use the now standard oil pressure
controlled variable cam gear angle mechanism. With these two technologies combined Honda
has developed an infinitely variable valve timing and lift system "VVTL". With the introduction of
i-VTEC the systems gained infinitely variable valve timing but still only staged lift i. A related U.
Advanced VTEC has a standard camshaft and rocker arms, attached as they normally are with
camshaft overhead, and rocker arms pushing down on the poppet valves. The camshaft is
surrounded by a partially open drum which has secondary rocker arms attached to it via a
pivoting point. These secondary rocker arms, which have a varying depth profile similar to
cams , are directly actuated by the camshaft, in a scissor-like manner. The primary rocker arms
are actuated by the secondary drum attached rocker arms. The drum will only rotate to advance
or retard the position of the secondary rocker arms, to take advantage of their varying profiles.
Thus, through varying the position of the drum about its axis, each cam profile is changed to an
optimal height for maximum engine performance without sacrificing fuel efficiency at lower
speeds. VTEC implementation on the exhaust rocker arms causes the turbo to be spooled
quicker, eliminating turbo lag. VTEC Turbo engines come in three displacement capacities: a 1.
Initial implementation for European vehicles included 2-litre 4-cylinder turbocharged engine
used from Honda Civic Type R until present, which included Euro 6 emissions compliance. The
dwell of the valves remains unchanged, as in the automobile VTEC-E, and little extra power is
produced, but with a smoothing-out of the torque curve. Honda incorporated the technology
into the NC series, including the NCD Integra , released in , using a single camshaft to provide
two timing routines for the intake valves. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Engine system.
For other uses, see VTEC disambiguation. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. July Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main
article: 3-stage VTEC. Main article: Honda K engine. Main article: Honda R engine. Honda Motor
Co. Retrieved Archived from the original on Aichi Prefectural Government Office. Aichi
Prefecture. Archived PDF from the original on Retrieved 27 March Archived from the original on
28 March Retrieved 28 May Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Variable valve timing Honda Motorcycle engines
introductions. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from August Articles needing additional references from July All
articles needing additional references Articles with unsourced quotes. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. The sixth generation Honda Civic
was introduced in with 3-door hatchback, 4-door sedan and 2-door coupe body styles,
replicating its predecessor's lineup. The Domani replaced the sedan version of the Concerto in
Japan while the sedan version of the Concerto was directly replaced by the sixth generation
Civic sedan in other markets. Neither were offered in North America. The Civic 5-door hatchback
also formed the basis for the Rover although the 4-door sedan version of the Rover was quite
distinct from the Domani. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the
third time. CX : The base trim package, available as a hatchback only. In , the CX added inch
wheels as standard equipment. In , the CX added tilt steering as standard equipment. Power
steering was standard on all sedans, and on the coupes when ordered with automatic
transmission. For , the DX added inch wheels as standard equipment. LX : Available as a
four-door only. It included all standard equipment from DX plus inch wheels, power windows,
power locks, power mirrors, power steering, front stabilizer bar, front center armrest with
storage compartment, cargo area light, cruise control, and tachometer. For , the LX added air

conditioning as standard equipment. It included all standard equipment from LX plus a
higher-horsepower SOHC VTEC engine, power sunroof, air conditioning, remote entry system,
plus body-colored side mirrors and side molding. ABS was standard on sedan only and optional
on the coupe if equipped with an automatic transmission. For , the EX added a CD player as
standard equipment. It was the only trim available with a CVT continuously variable
transmission , though customers could also choose a 5-speed manual transmission. It included
all standard equipment from DX, plus a slightly higher horsepower VTEC-E engine, alloy wheels,
power windows, power locks, power steering, and tachometer. GX : Introduced in and available
as a sedan for fleet-purchase only, this trim package was specially designed to run on natural
gas. See Honda Civic GX for detail and references. It included all standard equipment from DX
plus automatic transmission, power locks, CD player, air conditioning, keyless entry, and
special paint. EX trims had the slave cassette player standard. All vehicles were equipped with
four speakers except for the EX which included two extra tweeters located on the front doors ,
radio wiring prep , and an antenna regardless of whether or not they had a radio. Changes from
the standard Civic included stiffer, progressive-rate springs, stiffer front and rear anti-roll bars,
and a tower brace, which contributed to a flatter-cornering ride. There are power locks, power
windows, a CD player, cruise control, air conditioning, power sunroof, and tilt steering. In , for
the model year, the Civic had some updates for both the interior and exterior. These redesigns
could vary according to the country of origin for the car. For example, in some European
countries there was no redesign to the climate control area or to the rear of the sedan models.
The updated cars received a facelift which included a new grille, new headlights, new front
bumper, fenders and hood and redesigned taillights. The coupe and sedans models also
received a slight redesign to the bottom of the rear bumper. On the pre-facelift sedans, the stop
lights were on top of the reverse and turn lights; for the facelift version, the reverse and turn
lights were on top of the stop lights. Inside, the center console had a makeover. The sliding air
system controls were replaced by rotary ones, which freed up space to accommodate an
enlarged radio, which included the cassette player or Compact Disc player. Previously, the large
size of the ventilation controls reduced the size of the radio, necessitating a slave cassette
player or Compact Disc player at the bottom of the console. Fuel injection was multi-point. The
GX trim had the D16B5 engine designed to run on compressed natural gas. It had a
compression ratio of Most trim packages DX, LX, EX, Si were available with a standard 5-speed
manual transmission with a hydraulic clutch, or an optional 4-speed automatic transmission.
Various gear sets and final drives were used between trims and model years, resulting here are
4 different manual transmission combinations:. Si Coupe: Shortest gearing of all the 6th
generation Honda Civics, 4. The HX trim was offered with the 5-speed manual or a CVT
Continuously Variable Transmission which offered three driving ranges, D standard
transmission ratios for normal driving , S secondary ratios for spirited driving with higher
engine speeds , and L lowest ratios to provide maximum engine braking and peak power. The
conventional 4-speed automatic was not available on the HX trim. A JDM variant called the civic
RTi was also produced and it featured either manual and automatic transmissions coupled to a
Honda real-time all-wheel-drive layout. Other JDM Ferio models included a model with the
RealTime 4wheel drive and a rear wiper in the back window of the sedan, which was not seen in
other markets. Canadian trim packages were mostly similar to the United States, though with
different designations. All sedans and coupes had a group option package available that added
air conditioning and anti-lock brakes. The hatchbacks, available only in CX and DX trims, were
sold as economy cars ; as in the US, they had none of the amenities of other trims in the Civic
lineup, not even as options. All sedans, coupes, and the hatchback DX had two front airbags ;
while the CX hatchback had the driver's side airbag only. The car was similar to the Canadian
DX hatchback, but came with additional standard parts including mesh inch wheels identical to
an optional wheel in the Japanese market beginning with the previous generation of Civic, and
similar in design to the common third generation inch Integra mesh wheels , body-coloured side
mirrors and side mouldings, a mid-wing and a Special badge on the rear of the hatch. The Civic
was introduced in initially with two 1. In the year the VtiR body was no longer available as a ek4
hatch and instead sold as the em1 coupe. Indy Special Also available in Australia was a special
edition yellow version of the ek1 civic called the Indy Special. The name was inspired by Indy
car racing. Both came with regular front disk brakes and rear drum brakes. Transmission
choices were a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic, available in both trims. During the
facelift, an SiR version was introduced. It had a B16a2 1. Formula red and sunburst yellow color
variants followed aftwerwards with silver accents on the center console. The only transmission
choice was a 5-speed manual. There was also the Civic Type R , sold only in the Japanese
domestic market , and only available as a hatchback and a 5-speed manual with LSD as the only
available transmission. The chassis was given the designation EK9. The EK9 was very special

as it was essentially based on the JDM EK4 SiR but taken out of the production line and given
additional reinforcement to the chassis and body shell. Weight was also meticulously removed
to create a light weight racecar feel. Other additions over the EK4 were bigger brakes,5 stud
wheel hub, quicker steering ratio, specially tuned suspension, Recaro seats, MOMO steering
wheel, titanium shift knob, front lip spoiler, rear wing, smoked headlights and a hand built
engine that embodied the racing spirit of Honda. This engine featured a hand polished cylinder
head, lighter flywheel, redesigned cam profiles, high compression pistons and balanced
crankshaft. The gearbox was fitted with a helical type limited slip differential. It has the 1. These
settings affected which cam was used, the ECU's air-fuel mapping, and gearbox behaviour on
automatics. S2 was the sportiest mode. In South Africa, the 3-door hatchback was sold under
the "Civic Coupe" pre-facelift and "Civic" facelift nameplates. The 4-door sedan was marketed
under the " Ballade " nameplate. In South Africa the 2-door Civic coupe Si was not available.
The Type R was never released into the South African market. It was built in five-door hatchback
and Aerodeck Estate models in various trim levels and engine sizes. The Aerodeck name was
previously used on the Honda Accord Aerodeck , which was a two-door station wagon,
popularly known in Europe as a shooting-brake. These came with five-door body and fifty-five
litre fuel tank, ABS, driver and passenger air bags, power steering and electric door mirrors,
amongst other things. The later models came with air conditioning as standard. The 1. The
Domani-based Civics were also available with the Rover L-Series diesel engine which was a
2-litre, eight-valve, direct-injection turbocharged unit 20T2N, 20T2R ; an essential addition in the
European market. Later diesel engines came with intercoolers. Compared to the original
Domani, the Liftback and Aerodeck featured a new interior, similar to that of the more upmarket
Rover Standard 1. The MB6 VTi-S five-door was made in a limited run of of each body type, and
only sold in the Honda colour 'Pirates Black', with body coloured bumpers. The VTI-S improved
on the appearance of the standard Civic VTi five-door with a more pronounced front lip and also
a rear lip on the bumpers, and different side skirts. It also came fitted with lightweight 15"
Speedline Chrono alloy wheels, with a split spoke design. The later VTi-S models came fitted
with the lightweight Speedline "fan" alloy wheels. Other than this, the it is identical to the
regular VTi. The instrument dials on later VTi-S models changed slightly, now with italic
numbering. The three-door EK4 VTi-S was produced in only and were produced in this time, all
on 'R' registration plates. The boot badges spelling out 'Honda' 'Civic' '1. Mechanically and in
performance terms it is identical to a regular EK4 VTi. To commemorate the Honda Mugen
Jordan F1 team. A car special limited edition Honda Civic VTi EK4 3-door model was created
with their own signed Eddie Jordan plaque with the specific number stamped on it in the centre
console. This car was sold in â€” It had the same basic spec as the EK4 VTi, but the extras
included: Sunlight Yellow paint work, yellow-and-black leather interior, Jordan decals on the
sides and rear of the car as well as stitched into the seats and floor carpets. Like the Renault
Clio Williams , the Jordan team had no involvement in the development of the car. Rover
developed these vehicles from the Honda Domani -based European Civic, using their own
engines. UK produced with styling and interior specifications were aimed primarily at the UK
market. Early automatic s used the Honda 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Sixth-generation Honda Civic. Main article: Honda Civic. This article may require cleanup
to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. No cleanup reason has been specified. Please help
improve this article if you can. December Learn how and when to remove this template
message. Motor vehicle. The European Honda Civic 5-door liftback rebadged Domani. The Auto
Channel. Goo-net in Japanese. Proto Corporation. Retrieved Honda Motor Company. American
Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Hidden categories:
Webarchive template wayback links CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Articles needing
cleanup from December All pages needing cleanup Cleanup tagged articles without a reason
field from December Wikipedia pages needing cleanup from December Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from August Commons category link is on Wikidata.
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Masakazu Udagawa; Yoshi Kigoyoshi [2]. Honda Civic fifth generation. Honda Civic seventh
generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty
Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF.
Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.

Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Please verify
with your local authorities if the engine passes smog and emissions regulations in your state.
Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Add to Wishlist. Reviews There are no reviews yet.
Warranty starts from the day of
2006 audi a4 interior
mg midget forum
2001 ford explorer manual download
purchase. Ensure you perform oil system overhaul procedure. The loss of engine as a result of
insufficient amount of oil in the engine or lack of oil pressure will void warranty. Customer must
perform Timing overhaul. Any damage to the engine due to improper installation will void
warranty. Decrease in performance of any covered part due to normal wear and tear, unless
actual breakdown occurs. We will not be held responsible if incorrect engine is purchased. You
may fax the required paperwork to Brand new parts purchased by customer such as new timing
belt, water pump, gaskets etc are not covered under warranty. We are not responsible for the
cost of return shipping. JDM of California is not responsible for damages occurring during
shipment of any engine, transmission, or parts. JDM of California is not responsible for any
expenses involved in applications of our products. Shipping, Labor, Etc. These parts are always
sold "as is. Related products. Quick View. Add to cart. Search for:.

